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About us

We first thought of the idea for Independent and Work Ready  in April 2019 and we became a non for 

profit CIC in June 2019. At this stage we were an increasingly large website based on a platform called 

Shopify that had been thought of and managed by one of the current directors Karen Yates. 

Karen has Cerebral Palsy a mobility disability affecting her walking and some dexterity. She also has 

Dyslexia.   Karen now has other directors who work with her (Vivien Yates and Mark Smit) as well as 

another member of staff helping coordinate activities (Natalia Cave). The organisation is peer lead with 

direct experience and understanding of disability from Karen and others in the organisation. Karen also 

has experience in SEND within higher and further education. Natalia (Tally has SEND and Supported 

Living experience. The day to day work is overseen by Karen Yates and Natalia (Tally).. 



About us

For the first year IWR was an information site on adult life with a disability. We are now also a virtual 

online organisation.   The website for IWR is firstly focused on providing information on adult life topics 

and disability. It has the following picture category themes: 

Money Management, Benefits, Housing Life in General

Education Creative Social Retail Tech hub

Health Online retail shop

Interests Staff/members area



About us 

We are developing the Creative Social Retail Tech hub and need your help. We want your contributions 

for this area whether that be photography/art/comic strips/videos/posers/presentations/articles/your 

thoughts on a topic from the website. 

We are also developing products to sell online such as notebooks, bags, tea towels, jewellery and more. 

We need your help with the design and creation of some of these products.

Typically this may involve the use of IT/photography or art 

We want to reflect your interests as much as possible  



How it works

This is a virtual placement but has agreed days and hours we and you will be contactable.

There will be group briefs that generally everyone has a go at and individual briefs you work with us to 

agree.

You may have your own ideas you want to talk though or there are lots of project ideas and loose briefs 

we can use with you. We want to reflect your abilities and interests.

Typically this will involve contributions to the website in a way/style that works for you

Designing and creating products

It may involve contributing to social media as well. . 



We are a CIC

A CIC stands for Community Interest Company and in our case we are Limited by Guarantee. This is a 

fairly new type of business model that work as a non for profit. Profits are put back into the business to 

help others and develop our service. We have social aims to help the community and participants we 

support. We are a form of social enterprise that want to do public good.  

Unlike a charity we aim to make a profit but this is put back into the work we do



How it works

You will have a start time/finish time

You will be given a brief for a project that may involve group Zooms and contributing to a Padlet as you 

plan your approach and work initially as a team .

You will get support sessions as needed such as via Zoom or using email. We are their to help you 

succeed. Briefs are generally open to interpretation and we can help you if needed with ideas.   

There will be some pre arranged Zooms each. There will be scope for creativity/your ideas/lots of 

independent work as well as group work. We want you to enjoy your time and make lots of contributions. 


